
 
Weekly Art Therapy activities to do at home 22nd June 2020 
 
Hello its Fiona the school Art Therapist.  
I hope your finding these art therapy activities helpful.  
 
I hope you have seen the Quarantine Quilt: Loving Connections video I made and are 
making or thinking about what you can make. We are collecting images until the summer 
holidays so please keep sending them in when you get the time or ideas. Really looking 
forward to seeing them. 
 
These activities are for children and adults so you can either do them together or by 
yourselves at different times in the day.  
 
For these activities find a table where you can draw and have your art materials around you. 
If possible close the door and let anyone in the house know you are having some ‘quiet time’ 
doing some art making. Or if you choose to do these activities together that’s ok too. Just 
check with each child/adult what they would prefer and if you can use all materials. 
 
Before both of these activities it is helpful to ground yourself and settle into being in the 
present moment before starting to draw.  I invite you to practice the breathing exercise I 
introduced last week before starting each activity. 
 
BODY MAPPING  
Take a piece of paper and draw a silhouette/outline of your body as large as you can.  
Think of 3 or 4 different feelings that you have had in the last week - such as happy, worried, 
sad, excited, and angry.  
Chose a different colour for each of these feelings (colours might change for each person, 
for example not everyone thinks red means anger, it can also mean love) Choose colours 
that seem to fit with that feeling. Now think about each feeling and where you feel it in the 
body. For example sometimes we feel worried in our stomach and nervous in our chest or 
shoulders. Again it can be different for every person.  
Colour in the areas of the body where you feel these feelings such as hands, feet, legs – we 
can feel feelings in the body anywhere.  
Once you have finished you might want to write some words on top of the coloured areas 
that describe these feelings or something that has happened or may happen in the future 
that makes you feel that way.  
Once you have written words ontop of the areas scribble over the words with that feeling 
colour so you can’t read what is there. 
Now sit back and look at your drawing and notice where all the different feelings are stored 
in your body. You might want to write a note about anything you have learnt about this 
process. 
Then I invite you to stand up and move your body. Make sure you have enough space 
around you to move without hitting anything.  Choose 1 feeling at a time and move your 
body to describe that feeling. For example worry might be shaking the body, excited might 
be jumping up and down. Do a movement for a few minutes for each of the feelings. 
 
As you move your body to describe each feeling imagine that the feelings are moving 
through and out of your body. This can help remind us that feelings do move through the 
body if we let them.  
Its helpful to remember to feel a feeling fully, all feelings are welcome and then we can let 
them move through our body and make way for new ones rather than trying to ignore them 
and then they get trapped somewhere such as our stomach and we may get stomach aches. 
Or our head and we get headaches 
 



Once you have finished sit back down in the chair and close your eyes and take you 
attention to your breathing and how you feel now.  
 
COMMENTS ABOUT THESE ACTIVITIES PLEASE  
It would be lovely to hear from children, parents, carers who have been using these prompts 
whilst in lockdown and during COVID-19. If you could send comments about your 
experiences and comments that would be so great to see. If you could ask the children and 
write word for word what they say they have liked, enjoyed, learnt about these. 
All comments are welcome and helpful and can help me shape these activities for the weeks 
to come. 
 
I hope you enjoy these activities, just create and notice how you feel, this is a special time 
for you to tap into your creativity and play.       
 
          
Warm Wishes,     
 

Fiona Fitzpatrick, Art Therapist                                                                         


